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A complex study of the influence of layer thickness of MoN/CrN multilayer composition on the phase and 
structure state and mechanical properties of the coatings during applying a constant negative Ub has been 
held using structure engineering method. It was found that mixing in the interboundary areas of the layers 
at high Ub  – 150 V leads to a sharp decrease of mechanical properties at layer thickness of h  40 nm. The 
highest hardness of 39.8 GPa and abrasive strength for LC5  145 N was reached at h  12 nm at applying a 
small Ub  – 20 V. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Vacuum-arc wear resistant coatings based on nitri-

des of IV-VI groups of the Mendeleev periodic system of 
elements are widely used to improve the operating char-
acteristics of tools and machine parts produced of highly 
alloyed steels and other materials [1, 2]. 

These coatings possess high hardness and good ad-
hesion to the substrate [1-3]. However, such high char-
acteristics are achieved in these coatings during their 
transition to the nanostructured state, which, as known 
[4-9], is unstable to temperature and other external im-
pacts. It is possible to increase stability of these states 
by fabricating multilayer composite materials [10-13], 
in which alternation of layers from different components 
serves as a good diffusion barrier and provides increased 
stability of the properties under external influences. At 
that, the superhard state in multilayer nanocomposites 
presupposes the suppression of the growth processes of 
embryonic cracks, generation and propagation of disloca-
tions providing the plastic strain relief with decreasing 
nanocrystallite sizes to 10 nm, and absence of the ano-
malous Hall-Petch dependence typical for the nanostru-
ctured materials [5]. 

MoN/CrN [14-18] has recently been considered as one 
of the most promising multilayer systems, where the 
utilized combination of nitrides allows to achieve high 
hardness and wear resistance combined with good resis-
tance to oxidation and other impacts in the aggressive 
environment. 

The aim of  this  work was to  study the influence  of  
such a parameter as the layer thickness on the phase 
composition, structure, and mechanical properties (hard-
ness) of the coatings deposited at different negative bias 
potential applied to the substrate (Ub) that provides the 
difference in the energies of deposited particles. 

2. METHODS OF PRODUCTION AND STUDY  
OF THE SAMPLES 
 
The coatings were obtained by vacuum-arc method 

on the modernized setup “Bulat-6” [1, 10]. The working 
(nitrogen) atmosphere pressure during the deposition 
was equal to PN  3  10 – 3 torr, deposition rate in this 
case was about 3 nm/s. The deposition was performed 
from two sources (Mo and Cr) for the specified exposure 
time or at constant rotation of the samples fixed on the 
substrates with the speed of 8 rpm. The total thickness 
of the coatings was approximately equal to 10 m for the 
deposition time of about 1 hour. A constant negative bias 
potential of the value of Ub  – 20 V and – 150 V was 
applied to the substrates during the deposition. 

The structural-phase analysis was carried out using 
X-ray diffractometry method with Cu-K -radiation. Se-
paration of the profiles into components was performed 
by the program package “New Profile”. The elemental 
composition was investigated by the energy-dispersive 
method on the scanning electron microscope FEI Nova 
NanoSEM 450. Hardness was measured by the micro-
indentation method with the Vickers diamond pyramid 
acted as an indenter under the loads of 50 and 100 g. 
The study was conducted on the device DM-8 intended 
for microhardness tests. Determination of adhesion and 
corrosion stability, resistance to scratching, and clarifi-
cation of the mechanism of coating destruction was car-
ried out by a scratch-tester Revetest (CSM Instruments). 
Scratches were done with a continuously increasing load 
on the coating surface by a diamond spherical indenter 
of the “Rockwell C” type with the curvature radius of 
200 m. The signal strength of acoustic emission (AE), 
friction coefficient, and indenter penetration depth were 
recorded simultaneously as well as the normal load. To 
obtain reliable results, three scratches were scored on 
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the surface of each coated sample. The tests were imple-
mented under the following conditions: the load on the 
indenter increased from 0.9 to 70 N, indenter velocity 
was equal to 1 mm/min, scratch length – 10 mm, rate of 
load application – 6.91 N/min, signal frequency – 60 Hz, 
signal  strength of  AE – 9  dB.  As a  result  of  the  tests,  
the minimum (critical) loads were determined: LC1 cor-
responds to the beginning of indenter penetration into 
the coating, LC2 – to the appearance of crack aggregates, 
and LC5 – to the coating cleavage or its plastic abrasion 
to the substrate. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
As shown by the energy-dispersive analysis, the el-

emental composition of metal components for all series 
obtained at both low Ub  – 20 V and high Ub  –150 V 
is close to the equiatomic one (Mo/Cr atomic ratio varies 
from 0.90 to 0.93) that in relation to the layer thickness, 
defined by each component (Mo and Cr), indicates that 
the resulting layers are almost equal in thickness. The 
content of nitrogen atoms determined integrally for the 
composite multilayer coating was changed from 31.14 
to 30.80 wt. % relative to the metal components with 
increasing Ub from – 20 to – 150 V. 

In this case, the X-ray diffraction spectra show that 
the value of Ub significantly influences the formed stru-
ctural state. It is seen from the comparison of Fig. 1a 
and Fig. 1b that at low Ub  – 20 V for the same type of 
the crystal lattices of phases formed in the layers (cry-
stal lattices of the B1 structural type (fcc-NaCl) that is 
typical for CrN and -Mo2N) one observes a preferential 
orientation of the crystallite growth with the [311] axis 
perpendicular to the growth plane that is manifested in 
a relative intensity strengthening of the corresponding 
reflex. At that, such texture type is more pronounced in 
CrN layers. 

We should note that the analysis of the elemental 
composition of single-layer coatings showed that content 
of the nitrogen component in both Cr-N and Mo-N layers 
is lower than the stoichiometric composition. At that, 
the relative content of nitrogen in the Mo-N system for 
the pressure of PN  3 10 – 3 torr despite the formation 
of the -Mo2N phase is slightly higher than in the Cr-N 
system making Mo – 64.83 wt. %, N – 35.17 wt. % and 
Cr – 67.87 wt. %, N – 32.13 wt. %, respectively. Although 
the -Mo2N phase formed in this case in the Mo-N layer 
is described as for the stoichiometric ratio Me/N  2/1, 
but in practice it has a larger homogeneity range [17] up 
to the filling of all octahedral interstices in the lattice by 
nitrogen atoms, i.e. for the mononitride stoichiometry. 
Moreover, isostructural (cubic lattice of the NaCl struc-
tural type) CrN phase has a larger homogeneity range. 
The reason for stabilization of the isostructural phases 
in Cr-N and Mo-N layers is the stability of this lattice 
type to radiation effects and a large homogeneity range 
that makes structural states with this lattice type the 
most often formed in vacuum-arc coatings of the transi-
tion metal/nitrogen systems [1, 5, 6]. 

At larger Ub  – 150 V, another texture type [111] is 
formed, whose degree of perfection increases with the 
growth of the layer thickness. At that, it is seen from 
Fig. 1 that in contrast to a small bias potential, when 
explicit separation of the reflexes from the corresponding 

phases of two layers occurs at large diffraction angles, 
this separation at Ub  – 150 V is not observed that in-
dicates the formation of a solid solution. In this case, as 
the scanning electron microscopic images show, the in-
terlayer boundaries are not revealed. 

At the substructural level, crystallite sizes are close 
to the layer thickness, and microstrain of crystallites is 
slightly higher in the coatings obtained at low Ub that, 
apparently, is defined by lower mobility of atoms depos-
ited in this case. The latter leads to the decrease in the 
probability of diffusion healing of growth defects. 

The investigation results of hardness of such coatings 
showed (Fig. 2) that increase in hardness of a multilayer 
composite is observed with decreasing layer thickness at 
low bias potential applied to the substrate Ub  – 20 V. 
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Fig. 1 – Diffraction spectral regions of the coatings obtained at 
Ub  – 20 V (a) and – 150 V (b) for different layer thickness h: 
1 – 300 nm, 2 – 70 nm, 3 – 20 nm, 4 – 12 nm 
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Fig. 2 – Dependence of microhardness H depending on the layer 
thickness h during the formation when applying a negative bias 
potential of the value of – 20 V (1) and – 150 V (2) to the substrate 
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This can be associated with the typical effects of de-
creasing grain size (the Hall-Petch equation) [5]. 

At larger Ub  – 150 V, such a tendency is maintained 
up to the layer thicknesses of about 40 nm, below which 
a decrease in hardness is observed. 

In comparison with the structural data, it is possible 
to assume that the reason for this decrease is the loss in 
this case of barrier properties by the interphase boundary 
due to the formation of mixing of high-energy particles 
on the boundary of a solid solution (Mo, Cr)N. 

The samples with the greatest hardness obtained in 
conditions of low radiation exposure (Ub  – 20 V) also 
exhibit high adhesion properties. 

Thus, according to the scratch-test data, the critical 
damage load is equal to 145 N. 

The destruction itself is fairly homogeneous that is 
manifested in the absence of pronounced cleavages on all 

stages of wear defined by the critical points LC (Fig. 3). 
The friction coefficient in this case is approximately 

equal to 0.15 and it is almost constant at the first three 
regions (up to LC3) of wear. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Thus, when using a negative bias potential applied to 

the substrate during deposition, the layer thickness of a 
multilayer composite coating has a critical value deter-
mined by mixing in the interboundary area. In MoN/CrN 
system, for Ub  – 150 V and layer thickness less than 
40 nm, mixing with the formation of a solid solution leads 
to a sharp decrease in hardness of a multilayer compo-
sition. To achieve the highest mechanical properties for 
the layer thickness of h  12 nm, the applied (to improve 
adhesion) negative bias potential should not be larger 
than it was achieved by applying Ub  – 20 V. 
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Fig. 3 – Wear paths for the corresponding stages LC1 (a), LC2 (b), LC3 (c), LC4 (d), and LC5 (e) in scratch tests of the coating obtained 
at Ub  – 20 V and h  12 nm 
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